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So dumb, he’s a genius.

So dumb, he can change the world. 

Loglines



Yu is a college senior studying abroad in San 
Francisco, a party animal and all around 

idiot who’s the lazy son of a wealthy Chinese 
businessman. When Yu’s father threatens to bring 
him home, Yu hires a crazy team of Palo Alto 
engineers to design and release an app to convince 
his father he’s working on something important. 
But when the app accidentally becomes a global 
sensation, Yu is hailed as the world’s next tech 
visionary, and he starts believing it and tries to 
change the world. 

Synopsis



Lead Characters

Yu: The baby-faced son of a wealthy cement mogul in China, 
Yu is studying abroad at the University of Palo Alto and is the 
subject of a Chinese documentary on Chinese figures in Silicon 
Valley. As a sixth-year senior, Yu’s partied way more than he’s 
studied, but he believes he too could be a tech visionary one day 
– as soon as he has a vision. Yu has a good heart and relies on 
his best friend/man-servant Ben and his AMEX black card to 
live the high life. But when Yu is cut off by his family, he drunk-
enly stumbles on an idea for an app so ridiculous that he might 
actually change the world. Loosely based on Wang Sicong, son 
of China’s richest man.  

Jin: A legendary Silicon Valley whiz kid turned chef, Jin con-
siders himself a combination of Steve Wozniak, Wolfgang Puck, 
and maybe a little bit of Gandhi. J owns a chain of Asian fusion 
restaurants named “Taste the J,” and he humiliates Yu after their 
fight at a club is live streamed on Weibo. When Yu hires Marcy, 
one of Jin’s ex-programmers who he’s obsessively in love with, 
Jin makes it his life’s mission to regain his Silicon Valley glory, 
crush Yu and “Share,” and win Marcy back.

Marcy: Marcy is a first-generation Chinese American and 
a University of Palo Alto computer science student, and she 
struggles to be taken seriously as either. She quit a summer 
job at Jin’s old software company after he tried to date her, and 
she would be a classmate of Yu’s in computer science if he ever 
showed up. Quick to fight and blunt AF, Marcy is skeptical of 
Yu’s app idea but gives Yu a chance because he’s the first and 
only man in Silicon Valley to take her seriously. 



Ben: Ben is Yu’s American best friend and roommate who 
cooks, cleans, and drives for him. Ben is obsessed with Chinese 
culture, speaks eerily perfect Mandarin for a Jewish white guy, 
and is secretly a Bay Area mahjong champion. He dreams of 
marrying into a nice Chinese family and maybe even becoming 
Yu’s adopted brother one day, but Ben’s loyalty is tested when he 
and Yu both fall in love with Marcy and he must decide whether 
to stick with Share and his Chinese brother from another moth-
er.

Wei Wei: Yu’s social-media-obsessed Chinese girlfriend, Wei 
Wei became a Weibo celebrity after she intentionally got hit by 
Yu’s car. She loves sharing every detail of her life with her fans, 
and she dumps Yu after he becomes an internet laughingstock. 
When Share becomes a success, Wei Wei searches for a way to 
get rid of Marcy and win Yu back. Loosely based on Zhang Ze-
tian, China’s youngest female billionaire.

Fo: A former billionaire who became a homeless monk, Fo lives 
by the Buddhist philosophy: “one can always drink and play as 
long as he has the Buddha in his heart.” Fo inspires Yu with the 
idea for Share and becomes Yu’s first investor, new father figure, 
and drug dealer.
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Supporting Characters 

Zhang: Yu’s actual father and a self-made man who’s 
the founder of China’s largest cement company, 
Zhang has high hopes for his only son and wants 
to bring Yu back to China to help save the secretly 
failing family business. Loosely based on China’s 
richest man, Wang Jianlin. 

Leif: A 16-year-old African-American teen who’s a 
programming savant, Leif goes to high school in a 
nearby town and runs a computer parts business off 
of Craigslist. Leif cons Yu and Ben by selling them 
ancient electronics as computer equipment, but he 
then joins Share because he hates high school and is 
ready to be IPO rich.

Alexa: Alexa is Ben’s cousin and has a PhD in 
Chinese Studies from Harvard. She’s hired by Jin as 
his own “Chinese Jew” to lure Ben into giving up 
Share’s trade secrets, and Alexa herself is out to prove 
once and for all who’s the most Chinese of all in her 
family.

Xiao Xian: A “leftover” Chinese woman in her 30s, 
Xiao Xian is the sexually liberated, fashion loving, 
and internet dating publicist for Share who often gets 
Yu and the team into more trouble than she’s keeping 
them out of.



Season 1 Episodes

1:  “PILOT”

Yu’s luxurious life as a student in America is 
interrupted when he is humiliated on Weibo and 
cut off by his family. After his girlfriend Wei Wei 
dumps him and his best friend Ben gets arrested, 
Yu goes on a bender with Fo, a homeless party 
monk who inspires Yu with the idea “Share.” Yu 
rescues Ben and convinces Marcy that he too can 
be a Silicon Valley visionary.

2: “PONG!”

Yu struggles to adapt to being broke and is forced 
to find creative ways to fund Share. Jin tries to win 
Marcy back with a huge job offer,  and Ben gets 
hustled by Leif, a teenage computer prodigy. When 
Yu’s garage sale fails to raise money for Share, the 
team bets everything on Ben in an underground 
mahjong tournament.

3:  “INDEPENDENCE DAY”

Yu gets into a troll battle with Jin after Jin releases 
his own Share app first. Yu, Ben, and Marcy go to 
her family’s 4th of July for her father’s legal advice, 
and Yu announces a Share prototype before its 
ready. The team tracks Leif down for his help, but 
Share still misses its release deadline. However, the 
team stumbles o the key to beating Jin’s version of 
the app.

4:  “DOUBLE DRAGON”

The documentary crew follows Fo and Jin for the 
day, revealing the two’s intertwined past in Silicon 
Valley, including the widespread rumor that Jin 
stole Fo’s idea for FaceSpace. We learn the “tragic” 
event that led Fo to give up his Silicon Valley 
fortune and turn to Buddhism, and Jin to cooking.



5: “THIS IS THE BEST GOOD LUCK”

Yu and Share are broke and Ben goes to Alexa for 
a loan. Yu takes the team to do a test run of Share 
on the streets of San Francisco, and the team finally 
releases Share publicly. The app is bombarded by 
horrible reviews secretly paid for by Jin, and Yu 
prepares to return to China and say goodbye to 
Marcy. Fo intervenes with a tweet that makes share 
go viral worldwide.

6: “ADULTING”

Share is a global sensation and Yu makes big 
promises for its future. Wei Wei returns, causing 
suspicion, and Yu must hire Xiao Xuan as a 
publicist after Jin releases dirt on him. Yu struggles 
to attract VCs and makes Wei Wei the face of Share. 
Marcy spies on Yu and Wei Wei’s date, and Jin sues 
Share for IP theft with Alexa as his attorney.

7: “THE SPY WHO LOVED ME”

Leif wants to drop out of high school and Yu must 
convince Leif ’s parents on Share’s potential. Share’s 
database is hacked and Marcy suspects Wei Wei 
is a spy. Jin launches a marketing campaign with 
himself as the face of his own Share, and Yu is 
stuck in the middle of a fight between Marcy and 
Wei Wei and Marcy. Alexa serves the team with 
subpoenas.

8: “TASTE THE TRUTH”

In the depositions, Alexa reveals the embarrassing 
personal histories of the Share team. A heatwave 
causes Share’s servers to glitch, and Leif and Xiao 
Xuan handle angry Share users. Ben reveals he once 
interned for Jin and Yu considers an IPO as a last 
resort. Yu has the team reveal their personal secrets 
and shares an unexpected romantic moment with 
Marcy.
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9: “THE VISIONARY”

Yu panics at being labeled a visionary by the media, 
and Yu and Marcy awkwardly avoid each other as 
Share prepares for a full launch. Wei Wei demands 
more publicity, and Leif hacks Jin’s database, 
discovering proof of a spy in Share. Yu realizes his 
relationship with Wei Wei is the key to getting the 
lawsuit dismissed and he proposes to her to save 
Share.

10: “FOR RICHER OR POORER”

The Share team prepares for the “Share Wedding” 
live stream in Vegas, and Wei Wei and Yu’s parents 
arrive and immediately clash. Marcy fights with Yu 
over Wei Wei being the spy and their true feelings 
for each other, and the wedding anticipation makes 
Share the world’s #1 app. Zhang tells Yu the family 
is secretly bankrupt and Yu decides to take Share 
public for an IPO. A wild Vegas wedding takes 
place on the Share live stream and the actual spy is 
revealed, there’s an objection to the wedding, and 
a wedding brawl goes viral causing Share to crash 
and go offline.revealed, there’s an objection to the 
wedding, and a wedding brawl goes viral causing 
Share to crash and go offline.



Season 2
Share moves into its new Palo Alto headquarters to 
prepare for the upcoming IPO, and Yu and Marcy 
navigate a workplace romance while struggling 
over the direction of the company. Jin takes Ben on 
a spiritual sabbatical to rediscover their purpose in 
life, and Fo joins the Share board but competes with 
Yu, who is seen as Share’s sole founder. Leif gradu-
ates high school and is offered a position at a new 
competitor to Share, and Wei Wei begins a social 
media campaign to humiliate Yu and Marcy and 
regain her followers. Yu’s parents move to America 
and try to find a role in Share. The IPO is a disaster 
because of sabotage, and Yu teams with an enlight-
ened Jin to save Share from its new enemy, Fo, who 
leads the Share board to vote Yu out of Share.

Season 3 
Yu struggles to create a competitor to Share as Fo 
rapidly expands Share worldwide. Marcy tries to 
move on from Yu with a new Chinese boyfriend, 
and Jin, Ben, and Leif rejoin Yu in the “New Share” 
and discover Fo’s secret plan. Yu considers giving 
up and returning to China with his parents, and a 
possible chance to reconcile with Wei Wei makes 
up his mind. Ben settles his childhood grudge with 
Alexa and must choose whether to become fully 
Chinese. Fo prepares to sell Share in a fake hostile 
takeover from an old ally, and Yu and Fo face off 
publicly for control of Share. Jin makes the ultimate 
Silicon Valley sacrifice to help Yu win, and Mar-
cy returns to Share but only to make Yu one final 
offer for the fate of the company. Yu must choose 
between happiness or finally becoming a Silicon 
Valley visionary.


